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Abstract
In the AlterEgo project computer scientists, cognitive

scientists, psychologists and engineers are working to build
an intelligent wireless information management
environment which can deal with changing connectivity,
multiple integrated devices, and multiple information
sources.

The work described here argues for the utility of a rich
representation of the user’s world as part of an intelligent
environment, one which includes information about projects
and people, their interrelationships and the nature of their
importance to the user.

We present one of the problems we are solving in the
context of AlterEgo development, how to prioritize large
numbers of messages with different levels and sorts of
importance for users who have only a small window of time
for reading email. Looking at this problem allows us to
describe the representations and reasoning we are building
in to the system.

Introduction

In the work described here we argue for the utility of a
rich representation of the user’s world as part of an
intelligent environment, one which includes information
about projects and people, their interrelationships and the
nature of their importance to the user.

In the AlterEgo project a group of computer scientists,
cognitive scientists, psychologists and engineers are
building an intelligent wireless information management
environment which can deal with changing connectivity,
multiple integrated devices, and multiple information
sources.

Although our work is at the preliminary stage, the
problems we are addressing here and the methods we have
employed are informed by a cognitive science approach.
We place users in situations which pose problems related
to gathering and routing in a mobile environment and have
them ask, "’What do I know that allows me to resolve these
situations?" The answers to this question tell us what our
personal assistant, human or electronic, must know as well.
This allows us to enhance the user’s natural way of
working within a complex mobile environment.

Our results so far suggest that our assistants must share
an understanding of our world and how it works. We find
that the system needs to be able to represent and reason
about:

¯ What the user’s goals, projects and priorities are.
¯ The goals, projects and priorities of the user’s

colleagues, peers, mentors and competitors.
¯ The relationship between the user’s goals and the

goals of those listed above.
¯ The plans associated with known goals.
¯ The extent to which each element of a plan

advances its associated goal.

¯ What position the user will be in if he fails to
respond to incoming information.

¯ What the user would have to do to repair a
position created by a response failure.

Below we describe the scope and architecture of the
AlterEgo project. In later sections we describe the
representations and reasoning we are building in to the
system.

The AlterEgo Environment: Information
Management For Rapidly Changing Contexts

Overview. AlterEgo is an intelligent mobile environment
for information gathering, filtering and routing. 1 The
system allows seamless interaction with information in
situations with variable connectivity, multiple devices,
multiple information sources and rapidly changing work
priorities.

Given the above, one thing that AlterEgo must do is
make decisions about what information to deliver, at what
time and via what channel. We begin with the

1 Since we have a broad vision of the forms of

communications and information that AlterEgo may face,
we refer to information and "information items"
generically; however, they can be thought of as email, fax,
voice-mail, etc.
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understanding that the decision to deliver a piece of
information to a user should depend in part, but not
wholly, on device characteristics such as battery life
remaining and display capabilities; channel characteristics
such as bandwidth and cost; and environmental
circumstances such as being on a train that will soon enter
a tunnel. However, the decision should also account for
the personal circumstances described above; relationships
and priorities must be taken into account. As we are
building it, AlterEgo has access to multiple information
sources, such as personal communications (including
email, voice-mail, online calendars and faxes), and various
information providers (including newswire services and the
World Wide Web), and it understands how to trade off the
costs and liabilities associated with the delivery of each
piece of information with the importance and expected
benefits of that information. It is aware of a user’s ever-
changing circumstances, such as location, device
capabilities, and information needs. Note also that
AlterEgo is able to change its decision procedures as new
technologies provide users with new devices, information
sources, and information media.

System Architecture. In more detail, AlterEgo uses a
client-server architecture. The AlterEgo server agent is the
"clearinghouse" for all of a user’s information. All
communications are received or otherwise acquired by the
server, and it is there that agent software makes decisions
concerning each item of information -- in terms of the
relative merits of the competing items pending delivery, as
well as whether even the highest-priority item warrants
delivery given the user’s current circumstances.

Each communication device possessed by a user runs
client agent software that receives the items that the server
deems appropriate for forwarding to the user. The client
provides information to the server concerning the user’s
current circumstances, and also reports the user’s
information-reading actions (and information-ignoring
’nonactions’) to aid the server to constantly improve how it
tailors its responses to the user. That is, the technical
challenges we are addressing include questions of how to
watch a user interacting with his or her information so as to
learn how to prioritize information items in the future.
Additionally we are looking at how to decide whether an
item’s importance warrants the cost of delivering the item;
and what aspects of a user’s current circumstance are
helpful in effectively achieving these tasks. The next
section deals with this problem of how to represent the
user’s world.

Representing the User’s World

Although our work is preliminary and its generality has
to be tested, we believe the representational issues have an
intuitive appeal and are therefore useful for this
symposium.

In the example research problems that follow, the
system’s task is to effectively notify the user that high

priority information is waiting. In the first example the
system has to identify that the user’s circumstances have
changed, In the second, the system has to prioritize a set of
messages. We present these examples as a vehicle for
discussing representational issues in the design of
intelligent environments.

Motivating Problems: What AlterEgo Has To Do

The Back Burner. The priorities a user has assigned to a
project may change rapidly. Busy work schedules,
overcommittments and/or planning failures periodically
force important projects to be placed on a back burner.
But as deadlines approach, these projects will eventually
need to be promptly attended to. Additionally, priorities
may change because a user does not want his colleagues to
be inconvenienced by his planning failures, nor does he
want to lose face by having his prioritizations detected by
those who evaluate him. A personal assistant (PA) needs
to know when a back burner project has again become top
priority, and for how long the project will maintain that
status so that the PA can appropriately notify the user
about incoming information.

The Five Minute Email Window. Here we look at a
frequently occurring problem that AlterEgo will need to
handle: a user faced with a large queue of recently arrived
messages and limited time to respond. Simply identifying
the messages the user wants to handle may take all of the
available time. In this situation, a PA needs to be able to
prioritize the set of waiting messages in the same way the
user would, thereby minimizing the user’s hunt for urgent
messages and maximizing time for reflection and action.
Note that the system is prioritizing messages here, not
deleting them. If we can create a prioritization scheme that
adds anything over the convention of presenting messages
according to order of arrival we have added value for the
user. Additionally, using a framework of sensitivity
analysis, we are working with our colleague Narayan
Mandayam to look at ways to allow users to easily adjust
how strict the system should be in classifying messages as
urgent. That is, users will be able to specify preferred
tradeoffs of hits against false alarms.

Our approach to the five minute email problem has been
to create a taxonomy of "emergency’ email, based on initial
polling of a range of users from industry and academia.
We present some of our initial categories of urgent
messages. We then analyze the computational
requirements for recognizing and prioritizing messages
within two illustrative categories of the taxonomy.

Initial Categories of Urgent Messages

Category 1
An urgent request from a colleague who the user wants

to be sure not to let down.

Exemplar situation: The user’s mentor asks for some
information which is time critical for her.
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Category 2

An opportunity with an element of time critical
competition.

Exemplar situation. The user is competing for some
limited resource. He is notified that the resource is being
made available to him and a competitor and that the first
one to reply will be successful.

Category 3

An about-to-expire opportunity that has a high value to
the user when user is probably not looking to read mail.

Exemplar situation. The user is in the Caribbean, and
gets email saying a talk is starting back home in 5 minutes.
The speaker is someone with whom the user wants to begin
a collaboration and the lunch after the talk represents a
good opportunity to introduce the possibility. A senior
colleague who is supportive of the user’s work is also on
the recipient list. (The relevance of the senior colleague in
the recipient list is discussed later in the Computing the
Priority of a Message Section under "Impact of Delay".)

Category 4

A request requiring immediate attention in order to keep
a project alive.

Exemplar situation. The user has a project which is
important but has other work which recently has had
higher priority. Nevertheless, the user will now have to do
enough so as not to inconvenience her colleagues.
Exemplar situation. The user is not sure he wants to
continue working on a particular project, but wants to keep
his options open for now. He has to do enough work on
this project both not to inconvenience his colleagues and
not to alert them to his ambivalence until he makes up my
mind.

Category 5
Requests whose responses will prevent an undesirable

delay.

Exemplar situation. The user has a top priority project
which she wants to keep moving as quickly as possible. If
she does not respond to her colleague’s request for
information right now she will not get another chance to
before getting on a flight to Australia, the colleague’s work
will then be delayed by a number of days.

Category 6
A time critical offer comes in while the user is dealing

with a second time critical situation. Note that this category
becomes important when we are routing messages to
multiple devices.

Exemplar situation. The user is in one high-priority
negotiation and an offer comes in on a second negotiation
of equal importance. The system should route the message
to email rather than voice mail or a page so that the user

can conduct the two negotiations at once.

Detailed Examples: Processing Messages

Let us consider what a message from categories (1),
Don’t let down a Supporter and (2), Time critical
competition, might look like; what information and
reasoning we as humans employ in order to make a
decision about the importance of each message and the
system functionality this analysis suggests.

Message Category 1: Don’t Let Down a Supporter

The following message is representative of the first
category, in which an urgent request comes in from a
colleague who the user wants to be sure not to let down.

The message:
From: (Naneen Mentor) mentor@top.dog.org
To: User
Subject: Favor needed
Date: Thursday, 03, July, 97:16:00

Deborah:
With the long weekend coming I know the timing is awful, but
can you do some
library research for me for my Monday morning presentation to
the Smith
Brothers? I expect it will take about four hours.

Thanks,
Nan

What Can Be Understood from Reading the Message.
User Context: This message becomes interesting in the
following context, one which we would want the system to
understand and handle. Consider that the user, Deborah, is
up for a promotion and her chances are good; she is
working on three high visibility projects which she will be
completing in the next two months. Once that happens she
expects that the promotion will follow.

Deborah knows that the Smith presentation is important
to Naneen. Additionally, Naneen is under a fairly tight
deadline and needs help at a time when it will be hard to
get it if Deborah turns her down. Deborah knows that
because of her strong past performance and her progress on
her three current projects Naneen thinks Deborah is a
reliably hard worker. On the other hand, if Deborah lets
Naneen down now she will not trust Deborah to the same
degree and may not think a promotion makes sense.

Representational Requirements for the System.
Abstracting from the above, the system needs to know:

¯ What are the user’s goals and how important each
is (e.g. getting promoted).

¯ The plans that effect those goals and the extent to
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which the plans satisfy (e.g. finishing projects,
staying in important people’s good graces).

¯ The goals of people important to the user’s work
life and how important each goal is (e.g. making 
successful presentation).

¯ The plans that effect those goals and the extent to
which the plans satisfy (e.g. having a well-
researched presentation).

¯ What position the user will be in if she fails to
respond.

¯ What the user would have to do to recover from
the response failure.

Computing the Priority of a Message. Given the above
requirements for representing goals, priorities, plans and
repairs we can describe the system’s algorithm for deciding
the importance of messages which contain requests from
individuals who are important to the user. This will allow
the message to be prioritized with respect to other
incoming messages.

The system begins by consulting its user model which
contains goals, plans, priorities, etc. In this way it identifies
Naneen as someone whose satisfaction is instrumental to
Deborah’s goal of being promoted. It therefore sets out to
calculate what priority the message should receive. It does
so by calculating the utility of a response, the impact of a
delayed response and the likelihood of being able to
respond within the window of time available for reading
email.

Utility of a Response

Our key insight here is an understanding that it is in
the user’s interest to support key individuals whenever
possible and that the judgment to do so should be
based on those individuals needs as well as the user’s.
AlterEgo calculates how far Naneen’s goals are
advanced by Deborah’s research effort and, uses that
result to reason about how far Deborah’s goals are
advanced.

Impact of Delay
This problem bears on the issue of threat detection

and repair. As well as knowing the value of
responding, the system has to know the cost of a
delayed response. Highly advantageous requests may
arrive at disadvantageous times. In these cases the
system needs to know whether delaying the response
has any impact.

Employing a case based approach, the system looks
at previously encountered similar situations in which
the user delayed the response. The system evaluates
whether repairs would be possible, both for Naneen
and the user. If repairs can be found or constructed,
the system calculates how difficult they would be. For
example, in category (3), in which an opportunity 
connect with a visiting colleague is about to expire,
AlterEgo would note that a second, already supportive,
colleague is present to carry the ball, so that repair is

possible, the opportunity of making contact will not be
lost even though the user is not present. That is, the
system understands when it is that supporters can be
enlisted to carry out tasks on behalf of the user. The
intuition that we build into the system in this example
is that the user lives in a community and members of
the community can help each other to advance various
goals.

Likelihood of Being Able to Respond

We have been assuming that the system has access
to the user’s on-line calendar. This allows the system
to calculate whether the user has time even to skim the
message. Sometimes it will be useful for the system to
compute the time to complete, as well as respond to,
the request. For example, if the user is turning down a
request from an important person because of lack of
time a prompt reply helps to minimize the difficulty
created. If AlterEgo can make some judgment about
the difficulty not just of responding, but also of
complying it can help the user to contain these
situations. This can be done by comparing the start
and end dates of similar projects in semantically
indexed directories (see the work of the Haystack
Project, MIT AI Lab).

Additionally, from the user’s calendar and from
machine detectable logon information the system can
identify the user’s location and then use its world
knowledge to determine whether the user has access to
information sources relevant to the request as well as
communication devices needed for a response (phone,
email, fax, etc.).

We turn to our second message category and discuss the
additional representational requirements it suggests.

Message Category 2: An Opportunity with an
Element of Time Critical Competition

The following message is representative of the second
class, in which the user is competing for some limited
resource. She is notified that an opportunity for
influencing the nature/availability of the resource is being
presented to her and a competitor and that the first one to
reply will be successful.2

Message:
From: (Richard Funder) funder@agency.gov
To:User,Other.colleague.with.proposal.pending @ myplace.edu
Subject: Volunteer need for up coming panel
Date: Wed 29, July 97:9:50
Deborah, Steele,

We have one spot vacant on our panel next month "Trends in
HCI: Developing Funding Priorities".

2 This message was interpreted in light of the first author’s

experience as a funding agent.
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Would either of you be free?

Best regards,
Rich

What Can Be Understood from Reading the Message.
User Context: Deborah and her colleague, Steele, both
have pending proposals at Funder’s agency. They work in
the same field, but each works in a different paradigm and
there is some controversy about which way the field should
go.

Deborah knows that Funder is quite legitimately up in
the air as to which research paradigm is most likely to pay
off and, as a result, what the priorities should be. Both
ways of working are interesting to him, but it’s hard for
him to look ahead and see their strengths and weaknesses
at this point in time. He needs advice from scientists
working in both ways. In this situation he sometimes calls
researchers together and hears what they have to say as a
way of helping him make up his own mind. These sorts of
panel meetings are important to program officers not only
because they care about the quality of the research they
fund, but also because the goodness of its outcomes
reflects on their competence. As a result, Funder wants to
get solid advice as soon as he can. Additionally, if Deborah
is on the panel rather than Steele it may influence funding
priorities in the direction of her research (and away from
his).

Representational Requirements & Computing the
Priority of a Message. In some respects Alterego
processes this message in the same way as the one above; it
understands that the panel is important to Funder and that
supporting Funder is important to Deborah. However, it
also identifies Steele as a competitor in this particular
situation and that enters into AlterEgo’s measure of the
importance of the message. There are two intuitions that
AlterEgo embodies here. Alterego knows that presenting a
message sent to both a user and the user’s competitors is
important. But it also knows that while the user may
compete with a colleague on one grant, she may be
coauthor with the same colleague on another. Combining
these two insights AlterEgo notes whether a given message
is relevant to a competition or a collaboration and responds
accordingly.

the system. In the near future we plan to test that AlterEgo
correctly recognizes a range of messages representative of
each category of mail. We also need to extend the
categories that AlterEgo recognizes and look at the
representational and reasoning requirements of those
categories.

We have begun by dealing with what the system needs
to represent. Once we have a sense of this we will shortly
begin to deal with issues of knowledge acquisition. A
number of paradigms exist which allow users to customize
information handling systems with a minimum of
overhead. For example, Malone and his colleagues at
MIT’s Sloan school have looked at how users can create
’semi-formal’ structures in the Information Lens/Oval
system. Dumais and her colleagues have looked at the use
of user preferences specified as keywords in their work on
prioritizing technical reports through Latent Semantic
Indexing. We expect that these techniques will provide
some foundation and some impetus for our work on the
interface of AlterEgo.
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Conclusion and Future Work

Based on our preliminary work we have put forth the
claim that an intelligent PA for information prioritization
will need to understand information about projects and
people, their interrelationships and the nature of their
importance to the user. We have described how we have
implemented this claim in the AlterEgo system, by
describing how AlterEgo prioritizes messages when users
are under time pressure.

The work we have reported is preliminary. The two
messages we have presented were constructed from real
email, but for the purpose of designing, rather than testing
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